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Council Elections -on ·Mav 3

1

Wednesday, May 3, has been
set as the date for the 1960-61
general student elections. On
this date candidates will be voted on by the entire student
body for the positions of Miss
Prairie View, Student Council
president, Student Council vicepresident, Student Council secretary, Student Council business
manager-treasurer, intramural
manager, editor of the yearbook, and editor of the Panther.
Candidates for these positions
will be nominated by the classes,

and will be approved by the
election committee of the Student Council. Like last year, in
order for a candidate to be elected to a position he must have
received a majority of the votes
cast for individuals running for
that particular position. If no
individual receives a majority
of the votes cast for a particular position, then a runoff election will be held. This applies
for all positions.
However, if individuals desire

that the preceding provision be
changed, then a petition, having the effect of doing such,
containing the names of at least
one over half the number of
Student Council office within
three days after a Council
"newsletter" containing information concerning the election
has been issued. This "newsletter" will be issued soon, if it
has not been issued already.
This year's election is the
third of its kind.

CAMPUS CUTIES (1-r) Campus coeds, Mary Shepherd,
Cloteal Hale, Ora Gage, Bertha Stinnett, and Francis Robinson
are ii·elcome sights to any fellow's eyes these warm spring days.

Prospective Miss Prairie Views
Vie in Initial Beauty Pageant

"The Voice of the Students of Prairie View"

VOLUME 35, NO. 8
APRll, '1961
Prairie View A. & M. College, Texas
The fir:st Beauty Pageant for 61" who pres1:nted roses to each
prospective "Miss Prairie View of the prospective candidates for
1961-62" was held Sunday eve- Miss Prairie View.
ning, !\larch 19, 1961 in the
gymnasium auditorium sponsored by the Program Board of
the Memorial Center, Inter-Club
The Alpha Pi Mu Chapter of Challenges of the Sixties," was
Council and the Junior Class.
Alpha Kappa Mu was repre- very inspiring and informative.
This was one of the most specsented by Miss Deralyn GregMiss Gregory says that "the
tacular occasions ever witnessed
ory, vice-president of the chap- convention was truly a meeting
by the student body and faculty
ter, at its twenty-third annual
of scholars, dedicated to the imof Pantherland.
convention held at A&T College
The pageant was viewed in
of North Carolina in Greens- provement of scholarship in our
colleges, and willing to maintain
four scenes with Lloyd May,
boro, March 23-25. Miss GregThe Student Press Club, conan organization which has as its
field narrator; Frederic Harvey,
.
ory
arrived
at
the
convPntion
in
major purpose the stimulation
organist: and Frances Smith, sisting of the staffs of the Pantime for registration Thursrlll.v,
improvement of scholarcommentator. Scene I, Introduc- ther newspaper and the Panther
I March 23, after a speedy flight and
ship."
tion of Bevy of Beauties, Mary yearbook, has scheduled a conby jet from Houston.
Hatcher, Pauline LaStrapp, Syl- test to select the "Sweetheart of
The Alpha Kappa Mu Society
There were
approximately
• via Traylor, Nethelyne Archie, High Schools in Texas." This
thirty-five chapters represented has and will continue to give inBertha Stinnett, Delores Armat the convention from colleges spiration and encouragement to
stead, Alice Scoggins, Charlotte contest, set for early May, will
over the United States. The cen- students to strive and place an
Young, Doris Brown, Jonell include a talent show, ban<]uet,
tral idea of the convention was accent on excellence.
\Vilson, Ruth Devereux, Mary danr.e, ff'aturing a name hand
The Alpha Kaµpa Mu i. nOW'
embodied in the themP., ''The
l\'Io b~•. and Eva in beautiful
Schola Changes and Chal- planning for its twenty-fifth
and
will
feature
queens
from
bathing
suits.
Scene
II, high schools all over Texas com' lenges of the Sixties." The key- (silver) anniversary which is to
Getting To Know You in
note address, delivered by Dr. be held in 1962 at Florida A&M
fashion favorites styled for petin~ for the tit~e of Miss T~xRichard Bardolph, entitled "The University.
class wear as the bPautiful as High" or "Miss State High
junior girls were tested on their School." The Queen chosen wm
ability to answer questions in receive a giant trophy, publicity
areas of etiquette and social in the state and national press,
The Prairie View Y. M. C. A.
problems. Scene III, There's No radio and television publicity,
and
Y. W. C. A. selected Lenola
Business Like Show Business, as well as other prizes.
Busby,
President of the Y. W. C.
talent was exhibited by the girls
This affair is e.xpected to bein areas of singing, dancing, come a major event of the cam- A., and Dr. Anne Campbell, Y.
playing instruments and speak- pus social calendar in the fu- W. C. A. Advisor, to attend the
National Y. W. C. A. ConvenThe eighth annual Business will be the annual awards ining. This was the most exciting ture.
tion which is to be held at the Clinic scheduled at Prairie View cluding the Wall Street Journal
scene of the program. Final
scene, Scene IV, Sophisticated •------------11111.Jniversity of Denver in Denver, on April 10 will have as its key- Achievement Award, the United
Colorado May 6-13. It is the note speaker Mr. Norman 0. Business Education Award; and
Ladies in floor length formals of
governing body of the Y. W. C. Houston, president of Golden the Texas Negro Chamber of
pastel colors of light blue, pink,
• •
A. and it is at this meeting that State Mutual Life Insurance Commerce's "Outstanding Busiand yellow. Scene IV was highpolicies are made and a look at Company.
ness Ma:ri in Texas". Miss LonROTC
Ball
is
tonight
lighted by the appearance of our
Mr. Houston is also co-found- nie B. Clark of Beaumont is
own "Miss Pnirie View of 1960- Leadership Retreat tomorrow. the total movement is decided upon by its delegates. er of the large insurance com- slated to receive the Wall Street
It
is
at
this
conven- pany, has his national head- Journal Award and Miss Jessie
tion that our Y delegat~s will quarters in Los Angeles, Cali- Reece of Lufkin has been named
come in contact with National, fornia. A native of California, winner of the United Business
Mr. McDuffy was notified Regional, Local, and outstand- he attended the University of Education Achievement Award.
Mr. Henry E. McDuffy, a
ing Laymen in the Y. W. C. A.
A wards will also be given ta
1960 graduate of Prairie View about the three fellowships by Lenola Busby has been invited California at Berkeley and the to the largest delegation in atUniversity of Southem Califorthe U .. S. Office of Education on
A&M Co~ege from th e depart- March 10, 1961. The fellowship to participate in the Convention nia and has been active in the tendance and to those coming
ment of b10logy has been award. b . . S t b 1961 It Choir.
insurance business for over 40 from the fartherest distance.
. 1D f
G d
wi11 egm m ep em er
.
ed a N at10na
e
ense
ra
uate
.
A symposium on "New front•
The National Student Assem- years.
.
.
.
is an award w h"1ch off ers $2000
fellowship
for study. m biology f or th e f'irs t year $2 ,200 fo r th e bly, which is composed of the
See HOUSTON, Page 2
Special features of the clinic
.
(Paras1tology-Bactenology) at
d
d $ 2 400 f
th representatives of the Y. W. C.
Wayne State University, De- s~on year an
. •.
or
e
t •t M. h"
third year, compnsmg a total A.'s of the colleges and univerI
rm
IC igan. -:--~-,e,.,c,,c•,-.,-,.-,w-:-:,c,·
of $6,600 plus $400 yearly for sities will have their first meet- •
any dependent. The award also ing at 9 :00 on Sunday, May 7th
1pays the university some $2,500 in the Carnegie -Building at the
over the three years, out of University of Denver.
which the Wayne State University officials have agreed to
waive McDuffy's Tuition for the
entire period of the fellowship.
McDuffy, is presently a graduate student in the department
of parasitology, division of biology, at Wayne State University
"The Role of the Nurse in
in Detroit, Michigan.
Disaster" was the theme of the
While at Prairie View, he was annual In-Service Nursing Edua member of the Barons of In- cation
Conference
held
at
. novation, Texas Academy of Prairie View A & M College on
Science, Prayer Meeting Choir, April 4, 5 and 6.
Who's Who Among Students in
Sponsored in cooperation with
American Universities and Col- the Texas State Department of
leges and President of the Sen- Health, the annual conference
ior Class of 1960, Biology Club featured guest lecturers from
CAMPUS DOLLS - More? Yes. Prairie View is loaded with
(1959-60) and the Alpha Pi Mu the health department, the state
beauty. These doll~ are (1-r) J\.Iarjorie Myers, Yvonne WashingChapter of the Alpha Kappa Mu
ton,
and Shirley Thomas. Regret{ully, they are all seniors.
See
NURSING,
Page
7
National Honor Society.
HE:--JRY McDUFI' Y

Alpha Pi Mu Vi~e-President
Attends National Convention

Student Press
Club to Have
Queen's Contest

YWCA President and
Advisor to Attend

INat·IOnaI "Y" Convent·1on

Read.

PV Graduate Receives Fellowship
I

I

.
I

In-Service Nursing
Ed. Conf. Held

Norman 0. Houston is
Business Clinic Keynote Speaker.
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the manifest intention of resisting knowleflge as long as possible! To such students the constant preachments of conscientious teachers relative to the
values
of academic excellence,
By Dr. R. ]. Rousset>e
the ha~i• , · inquiry, a disciplinJ\rti'ng Director of the Counseling Center
ed mind, etc., come as annoying
A c:;ad feature of college life lectual community which the blots on an otherwise rosy and
hi' •e at Prairie View A. and M. college is.
pleasant scene. For while these
Coll e ha. to do with the obserWhy. then, are they present? 1 "students". nat~rally desire the
ation that hundreds of stu- Largely, I would imagine, be- college social hfe and th~ pre~dr t are resisting many help- cause they are sent. And many tige of attendance, they mvanful inf~uences and opport•mities are sent because college atten-, ably consider it a shame to have
for tho . imple reason that they dance is now a sort of "status ' all this marred by study and a
are apparently not mature operation." Few informed per- serious concern for the academrn , h to understand what sons would deny that this stat- ic life!
hid1rr education
is
really us appeal is one of the major
These obse_n·ation~ ~re readllbout ! Many of these stu- reasons for the present-day col- ily substantiated, mc1dentally,
d n•s may want to enjoy .lege boom, but the. colleges are by not:ing that almos~ 4_00 ~turecrcation"I
activities
and: indeed paying a high price for den here received F s 1_n fifty
they may want to capital- such prestige value. For, every peree■t (or mere) of their semize
upon
the
socialization teacher here at Prairie View ester hour load at tile mid t.erm
factor which is so much a part Imo s an too well what it is to and are now listed on the offiof college life in America today. face,
almost •Y large class ciah $chola6tic Defic· ncy List
But t!:'ey do not really desire ?'lere, a large n11m1tber of ":iei>tmg that is being distributed by the
membership in the total in tel- adults ' who are present • with Registrar"s Office!!! By way of
contrast, only about 165 students placed on the First · Semester Honor Roll ( academic average of B or better), and there
is no more than one handful of
Prairie View students who, on
the basis of outstanding academic achievement, can claim
i the singular distinction of having become members of Alpha
Kappa Mu National Honor Society. What an unwholesome
state of affairs - as the current
student enrollment here is around 2500 ! And, mind you,
Fiscal Office, Tel. Ext. 303
this is not the full picture: for,
a total of approximately 1600
students currently enrolled at
the College earned an F in at
least one course at the mid term.
This figure represents more
than 3/5ths of the current student population of the College
· Agents for Airline, Hotel, Steamship
and does not include students
whose academic performances
have been evaluated at the unMemorial Student Center
satisfactory D Grade level!
1•
The solution to' this problem
A & M College
of academic mediocrity and
scholastic disinterest on our
campus will have to come by a
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR DOMESTIC
variety of approaches. But at
least two things are clear at this
AND FOREIGN TRAVEL
point: 1) a great number of students presently enrolled at the
College ought not to be here at
all and should be steered into
non-college pursuits more congenial to them or more suitable
to their limitations; many are
1 wasting time, energy, and effort
who might, for example, be living more productive lives if
they were engaged in industry
- and 2) the College is simply
going to have to enforce strongWe still have a few lots left in ALTA
er academic controls in the interest of removing from the inVISTA ~ubdivision, near the College. We
tellectual community those un-

'

Expression
of Thanks

A Sad Feature of College Life
At Prairie View

1

For Your Airline Tickets
and Reservations

See C. B. HOLLOWAY

Beverly Braley Travel

Mrs. Randall, English and
music instructor of the Prairie
View High Training School expresses her sincere appreciation
and thanks to the many people
who visited her, sent flowers,
and sent cards during her ill•
ness.

NORMAN

0. HouSTo:"l'

HOUSTON CONTINUED from Page l
iers in business" will include the
following speakers: Attorney
Henry Dolye, Houston; John
Rice, Dallas; Toney Davis, Dallas; Mrs. Emma V. Albert, Austin; L. A. Lewis, Huston ; A.
Maceo Smith, Dallas; Soloman
Johnson, Orange; Thomas L.
Holley, San Antonio; Attorney
V. Lott, Austin; and Mrs. M.
McKnight, W-R Nelson and
Billy Deramus, a student.
The department of business
-:-dministration at Prairie View
is s~nsor of the annual clinic.
Registration for the sessions
will begin at 8 :00 a.m. in the
Memorial Center and the opening general session starts at
9 :00 o'clock.
desirable individuals who have
demonstrated by their persistently low scholastic performances that they do not belong
here.
Th~ sober truth of the matter
is that our best efforts must be
directed toward those young
adults in our midst ( and there
are some) who genuinely desire
an education and who possess
some promise of leadership in

Her new puppy was a roly•
poly mass of black curls, ·and
when people stopped to admire
him she explained that he was
a French poodle and his name
was Pierre. Expecting that the
dog would have a pedigree, one
woman asked, "But what's the
rest of his name?"
The answer, in a surprised
tone of voice: "Whaddya think?
Shapiro - same as me."
(The Reader's Digest)
the enterprise. Those who have
a willingness to learn, a willingness to be taught, and who are
convinced that College life is a
singular privilege carrying with
it serious responsibilities those are the ones for whom
this College and other institutions of higher learning exist.
This is true for the simple reason that the best way to judge
a college is not according to its
physical plant and its social
traditions, but rather by the
quality ef its human product.
And not until more of us here at
Prairie View clearly recognize
that the real purpose of a college is the development of per•
sons who have acquired the ap•
petite to know, who possess the
ability to think well and act maturely, who are both more civi•
lized and more civilizing - not
until then, will we begin to remove the sad spectre of academ•
ic mediocrity and scholastic disinterest which is all too preval•
ent on our campus.

You Should Ovtn

A Piece of Texas

are going to offer these remaining lots at
such low prices that you surely will want
one or two. They will be priced far below the FHA appraised value. Some of
these lots, 60 feet wide by 120 feet deep,
we will sell for as little as $895.00 and
only $25.00 down and $20.00 per month.

Prairie Gables Bus Station

Just think - A large lot with ALL utilities already in and paid for: Paved streets,
curbs, water, sewer, gas, electricity and
telephones AND ALL INCLUDED IN THIS
LOW PRICE.

Wherever you're going- home or holiday trip-take advantage of these low,
low Greyhound fares:

You cannot get a deal like this anywhere
else.

DALLAS

_________ $5.60*

BEAUMONT ____ 4.00

OUR spring sale starts FRIDAY, APRIL
7th. See COL. PAUL M. BREWER at the
ALTA V.iSTA OFHCE FRIDAY, SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY, APRIL 7th, 8th and 9th.
OTICE: There is only one ALTA FIST.
and not many lots left there. YOU mo.y not lwrn
another chance to get a fine lot and home site at
such prices and terms.

SAN ANTONIO 5.70
EL PASO _______ 21.10

*plus tax ·
U RSE IV YOUR FUTURE
Sophomore nursing student,
Nona Flyle of Bay City, has her
eye 011 a bright 1111rsing carc>er.
H'~1elher slw needs am.1 co1111snl1ng. I clon 't k110u·. ror1 might
Cl f. lr f.

I

1

.· GREYHOUND
~

Go Greyhound... lea11e your cares at
school... and leave the driving to us!

"THBEE

AYRIL. 1961

Biology ·Professor·
Receives fellowship
Edward W. Martin, associate
professor of biology, Department of Natural
Sciences,
P r airie View, is a recipient of a
Science
Faculty
F ellowship
sponsored by
the National
Science Foundation. His fellowship tenure is for a period of
twelve (12) months, beginning
September, 1961.
Mr. Martin will attend the
State University of Iowa, where
he plans to complete his research for the Ph. D degree in
Vertebrate Embryology.
His
research problem is concerned
with "The Development of Organ-Rudiments in Amphibians",
under the direction of Dr. Jerry
J. Kollros.
Mr. Martin received his A. B.
degree from Fisk University
and M. A. degree from Indiana
University. He has been a member of the staff of the Department of Natural Sciences at
Prairie View · A & M College
since 1952. He has sponsored
th~ Biology Club and served as
co-sponsor of the Collegiate
Chapter of Texas Academy of
Sciences. He is a member of
Beta Kappa Chi Scientific Honorary Society; Gamma Alpha
Graduate Fraternity for Men in
Science;
American Men of
Scfence; American Association
of College and University Professors, and is active in many
campus committees.

Negroes Apply for

Admission to GIT
Atlanta, Ga.-(I. P.)-Four Negro high school students from
this area have applied for admission to Georgia Institute of
Technology next fall. Registrar's office is now processing
the applications normally and is
waiting for the College Board
scores of the four s tudents.
Accor ding to William L. Carmichael, registrar, the applications will be processed the same
as any others and will be treated
in the same manner as those of
white applicants.
Geor gia Tech's National Alumni Association recently "fully supported" the statement
against open demonstrations by
Tech's President Edwin D. Harrison read at an all-student
meeting on campus. Contents of ·
the statement by the 12,000

HONOR'S ' CONVOCATION AND DINNER
(left) Participants in this year's Honor's Convocation in regal_ia. (right) Dr. M. D . Taylor speaks at president's dinner for Honor students.

member
alumni
association
board was as follows:
"One of the most important
functions of the Georgia Tech
National Alumni Ass~ciation is
to safeguard and to improve the
national image and reputation
of Georgia Tech and Georgia
Tech graduates.
"Any action taken by the student body in the form of demonstrations would certainly affect
the excellent national reputation
of our institution. It could easily affect the value of a Georgia Tech diploma and the job
opportunities of its graduates.
"It could also affect the
funds that have been made
available for research, faculty
salary supplementation and other worthwhile projects by national companies, as well as the
special grants that have been
given to Tech by foundations."

Need A Summer Job? Make Your Own!

"Cash for trash, mice for a
price, and bucks for books will
enable teen-agers with imagination, initiative, and ingenuity to
make money this summer," declares Russell J. Fornwalt, who
has counseled more -than 7,000
boys and girls on employment
problems. "If you cannot find a
job this summer, then, by all
means, make your own," advises
Mr. Fornwalt.
In order to assist teenagers
and college students every
where, Mr. Fornwalt has dug
down deep in his files and compiled a helpful and unique new
booklet, "99 Ways for TeenAgers To Earn Money During
The Summer."
It is packed with all kinds of
practical and profitable ideas
which have been tested money
Texas' rainfall was below makers for boys and girls in
normal during seven of the many parts of the country. The
eight years from 1947 to 1954. booklet also tells teenagers how

to set up a profitable business tained in book stores or from
of their own and lists 10 days the Institute for $3.00
for getting customers and making sales. The 24 page booklet LAUGHTER THE
has been published by The Advancement and Placement Insti- BEST lUEDICINE
tute, an occupational inforTaxi drivers were the sub•
mation service for the field ject of a lengthy diatribe by
of
education
since
1952.
It
is
now
available
for two Boston matrons sharing a
50 cents from the Institute cab. "The outlandish prices
at 173 N. 9th St., .Brooklyn 11, these cabdrivers get," the firsti
N. Y. Quantity rates will be fur- remarked.
nished on request.
"Yes/' said the second. "And
This is the same Institute they must make a small fortune
which publishes the well known on tips." Then, addressing the
Summer Placement Directory cabby, she inquired imperiously,
that is used by over 1500 col- "Where is the ash tray? Why is
leges and thousands of individ- there no ash tray in this cab?"
uals each summer to obtain inThe driver shrugged his
teresting and well paying sum- shoulders. "Just drop the ashes
mer jobs. Copies can be examin- on the rug," he suggested non•
ed at most University Place- chalantly. "I have a cleaning
ment or Deans' offices, colleges woman who comes in three days
and public · libraries, and school \ a week."
superintendent's offices or ob(The Reader's Digest)

I

al ·m refreshes your taste
~\filr-softens" every

puff

Subscribe Now
at Half Price *
You can read this world-famous
daily newspaper for the next six
months for $5, just half the
regular subscription rate.
Get top news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip for refer•
ence work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check or money order. Use cou.
pon below.
The Christion Science Monitor
P-CN
One Norway St., Boston 15, Moss.
Send your newspaper for the time
checked.

0

0 6 months $5
College Student

D T year $10

O Faculty Member

• menthol fresh

Name

City

Zone

•:!]'ts .,ptelal oller .- , ~ Olll.Y

State
to all°"

..uc1a11,_ f;ic;Mtv ~ Md llOlt.- ltln,111.

• rich tobacco taste
• modern filter, too

For the fresh softness in Salem's smoke is the
essence of springtime. And Salem's special High
PorQ&ity pa-per "air-softens" every puff. You'll be
4ielipted with Salem's springtime freshness - ancl
rich togace. taste. Smoke refreshed .•. smoke Salem?.
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Professional Organizations

The. yc.ar, 1960, brought industries in the Houston area,
many important developm~nts The Christmas Dance, and an
in the School of Engineering. exhibit and other publicity in
Among them were the estabiish- connection with National Enment of two nationally and slate gineers' Week. The highlight of
recognized professional Engin- future activities for this school
eering or ganizations "The year will be the "After GraduaAmerican Institute of Electrical tion Panel", which will be comEngineers", (A. I. E. E.). and posed of six (6) electrical enthe "Texas Society of Profes- gineers in the areas of Adminsional Engineers", (T. S. P. E.) . istration, Research, Design, EdA. I. E. E . The Prairie ucation, Electrical Contracting,
View Student Branch of the and Sales.
American Institute of Electrical
T . S. P. E. The Texas
Engineers officially began c:per- Society of Professional Engination on September 29, 1960 eers is a state organization of
with Mr. George L. Wooley, practicing engineers and teachChairman, and Mr. George ers. It is affiliated with the naE. Kelley, A. I. E. E. tional organization, the NationBranch
Counselor.
The al Society of Professional EnCharter
establishing
this gineers, which was founded in
Student Branch was received in 1934.
April 1960. The Prairie View
The students and faculty of
Student Branch is an integral the ~chool of Engineering w~re
part of the Institute with auto- looking for means of enhancmg
nomy to operate within the c-on- the professional growth of the
fines of the Institute Constitu- engineering student. So it was
tion and By-Laws. The A. I. decided to organize .a Student
E. E. is an international incor- Chapter of the Texas Society of
l)orated association of o~er fi5 _ Professional Engineers with the
000 electrical engineers and ide?- of instilling in t~e en~inscientists, including students, ~rmg student profess_1onah~m,
who come from all possible h1g!1 char~cter, and mtegnty,
specialties of the profession and which are important parts of the
from many different countries profession.
of the world. Membership in the
Thus the C. L. W_ilson ChapPrairie View Student Branch in- ter of the Texas Society of Proelude 21 electrical engineerlng Ifessional Engineers was born,
and_ one mechanical engineering May 1, 1960.
maJor.
- - - - - -- -

I

!all term, _he ~ill en~er \\'ash' . . • mgton Univer sity, Samt Louis,
·• ~ ., lVIissouri, to study for a year.
His work for these two schools
will be sponsored by the Xa_ional Science Foundation.
Mr. Jones holds the Badv=•!0r
of Science and l\Taster of Sdence
degrees in chemis try f"t>m
Knoxville College a nd "i;,ginia
State College r espectivel;-• · th
additional work in chemistr y at
Ohio State University. He joined
the chemist ry staff at P r a irie
View in 1954. In addition to his
regular assignmen ts_c!.S. a_,_ cher.nistry teacher in the department,
.
he has taught high sch l
science teachers in In-S-ITice
Institutes and Summer I n titutes under the sponsorship of
the National Science F ounda~
AFRICAN VISITORS - These visiting African leaders are shown
tion.
examining eggs in the poultry division of the Agriculture DepartTbe Prairie View Chapter of
ment.
·
the Beta Kappa Chi H onorary
Scientific Society has been spo.1~
sored by Mr. J ones for t!1e past
several year s. He ser\'ed a cochairman of the Si xth _\nnual
Science Institute held a c the ColEarl K. Jones, Associate Pro- I durin3 the latter half of the lege earlier th_is mont~.
fessor of Chemistry a t Prairie summer to study at the Mon- I Mr. J 0 1:es 15 married to the
II forme r
Miss Lonnette Tapp of
View is takin g leave of his du-1 tana St ate College at B ozeman.
ties there in the department At the beginning of the 1961
See PROFESSOR, Page 6

Associate Professor of Chemistry
To Take Leave of Duties
I

#2 in a series

of polls conducted by L&M
student representatives throughout the nation.

I
Two among several of the f• t Cl k f
primary objectives of the or- lfS
er Of

ganization are, (lj To foster
those qualities needed by the
engineer which are not fully
cultivated in the classroom, and
(2) To give a student the opportunity to strengthen his social, technical, and literary
bonds with his classmates, instructors, and with graduate
engineers, and to develop some
administrative experience.
Highlights among the activities of the organization have
included three lecturers from

DOWNTOWN
BARBER SHOP
717 Prairie Avenue
Houston, Texas

PEOPLE'S CLEANERS
Alterations - Laundry ~ervice
Free Pick-up and Delivery
Phone 487 Hempstead, Texas
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Paschall
Owners

TV SERVICE
All Makes and Models
H-Fi, Car Radio
Small Appliances
Call 266
Hempstead
Schwarz Radio & TV Service

CITY DRUG STORE
Phone 243
Hempstead

Mississippi's Negro
Extension Work Retires
Mrs. Ruth o. Hubert, first
clerk for Negro Extension work
in Mississippi, retired recently
after nearly 40 years of service.
Mrs. Hubert began work durmg World War I as secretary
to her husband, M. M. Hubert,
who was then supervisor of the
· State's three Negro Extension
workers. She and her husband
saw the number of agents increase to nearly 150 in 57 counties before he retired in 1952.
As the clerical staff grew,
Mrs. Hubert played an important role in training such workers for offices all over the State.
Later she served with the Agricultural Adjustment Agency,
and then returned to Extension,
helping to staff the Jiinds
County office which was presented
a
Superior Service
A ward last year by the· U. S.
Department of Agriculture.

Light up an UM,

and answer
these questions. Then compare your·
answers with 1,383 other college
students (at bottom of page).

Question # 1:

Answer:
Question #2:

Answer:

.
Question #3:

Answer:
Question #4:

Answer:

1/Je Otd 1Vf!Wl,

Do you believe that most girls go to college to get a
higher education or to find a husband?
Get higher education___ Find a husband_ __
Which do you feel is most important as a personal goal
for you in your career? (CHECK ONE)
Security of incoIPe
Quick promotio11_ __
Job satisfaction_ __
Fame
Money__ Recognition of talent_
Do you feel reading requirements are too heavy in your
present courses?
Yes
No___
No opinion.__ _
If you are a filter cigarette smoker, which do you think
contributes more to your smoking pleasure?
Quality of filter___ Quality of tobacco_ __
Both contribute equally_ __

~
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"Face powder may catch a
• Man, but it takes baking
powder to hold him:'

Texas

EDUCATION CONTINU ED from Page 4

Gooden's
Shoe Shop
We doctor shoes, heel them
attend dying. and
save their soles.
Phone 226
D. W. Gooden, Prop.
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS

a person with such understanding of his environment, par ticularly his physical environment
whereas he'll be able to understand.
I want a college education because my parents have strived
for me to go this far. Therefore,
I feel indebted to them and in
order to satisfy this indebtedness in any way, a college education is of the greatest importance to me.

JCM
Campus
Opinion
Answers:

Answer#l: Get higher education: Men 27% -Women 52%
Find a husband: Men 73% - Women 48%
Answer #2: Security of income 17% - Quick promotion 2%
Job satisfaction 61% - Fame 1% - Money 8%
Recognition of talent 11 %
Answer#3: Yes 17% -No 81% -No opinion 2%
Answer #4: Quality of filter 10 % - Quality of tobacco 32%,
Both contribute equally 58%

---;(

.
Tobacco and filter quality are equally important. That's
why today's L&M features top quality tobaccos and L&M's famous
l\liracle Tip .. ,pure white outside, pure white inside. Try a pack today.
(The l;&M Campus Opinion Poll was taken at over 100 colleges and may not be a statistically random
selection of all undergraduate schools.)
CI961 Liggett & M)'ers Tobacco eo.
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High School
Bands Win

A Night on the Beach
By Florence 1\1. McNeil

I

Five high school bands won
This is Saturday evening, a question me, Father went to the:
special awards for first place
warm spring day in March. I am deliciously fragranccd kitchen
ratings in both concert and
sitting in the window looking to see if mother could account
marching at the annual state
out of my dormitor ·. SomehO\V. for unusual actions.
band festival sponsored by the
I decided to recapitulate those I Mother told him the whole
Texas Interscholastic League at
lovely carefree days of my story. Lu Ethel, we can't let her
childhood.
go to the beach alone at night.
Prairie View College on March
I am reminded of the times You know about the weird tales
8-11.
"'hen I would incessantly beg that are told about things hapThey were Hebert-Beaumont,
my mother to let me spend a pening on the beach. They de'Weldon-Gladewater,
Emmett
!ew quiet hours on the beach at bated the issue. At last, mother
Scott-Tyler (Class 4-A schocils),
night. Mother would always tell reluctantly agreed to inform me
and Gibbons-Paris and Douglas.
me to wait until I was a little of her decision that she was sure
Jacksonville, both in the 2-A
older. Each year I would anx- would make me exceedingly
division.
iously hope that this animating melancholy. Not knowing that I
Schools receiving first dividay would come. Each day I had heard the conversation
sion
ratings for concert per•
would joyously trod down the mother entered the living room.
formance only included Burnett&andy pulchritudinous coast
My dearest daughter she stutTerrell and
Carver-Baytown.
and
hopefully
wish
that tered I'm wndering if it is safe
Those
who
received
top ratings
mother would allow me to for you to go to the beach alone.
in
marching
only
were
North
view the scenery at night. She asked a series of what
Chapel-Kilgore,
Jackson-RosenYou see, I felt that being seemed to me irrelevant quesberg,
Turner-Carthage,
and
alone enchanted by the beauty tlons and finally
got the
Charlton-Pollard-Beaumont.
in the stillness of the night point. Your father doesn't think
A total of 96 high schools ·
would be a delightful expert- that I should let you go to the
participated
in - the four day
ence.
beach so - so - I'm afraid
festival
·
Finally on my ninth birthday you will still have to wait a
Kashmere
Gardens-Houston
I beg~ed mother to let me go to while longer. How could I wait
won a second place rating. in
'die beach that night. I convinc- another whole year I asked myboth concert and marching; A
ed her that I wanted to go to the self.
total
of twenty-five
other
beach more than I wanted a
Somehow I kept telling my- schools received second place
birthday party climaxed with self there must be a way out.
ratings in cither concert · or
gifts in abundance. Mother said, Then it dawned on me. Why
marching. These high schools
"Oh well, I guess you may go should I worry I could always
were: Hamilton Park-Dallas;
for about an hour tonight.
tip out of the house in the still·
Loraine
Crosby - Hitchcock;
All that day I was over- ness of the night when mom and
Dunbar-Dickinson; Hendersonwhelming with excitement. I dad were asleep. Bedtime final•
China; Hawkins; Columbus;
cleaned house and did every- ly approached. I lay restlessly
Aycock-Rockdale; Lanier-Freething I could in order to exem- in bed tossing and turning until
port; Marshall-Angleton; Asplify my appreciativeness to finally there was no doubt in
bery-Yoakum; North Chapelmother.
my mind. They were both "dead
Kilgore; Dun bar-Mexia; Whar•
Father came home c1t five to the world.'' I dressed hurriedton ; Peabody-Hillsboro; Roweo'clock as usual. It took him on- ly and quietly slipped out of the
J asper;
Waldo-Matthews-Sils•
ly a few seconds to sense my house. Merrily I skipped and
bee;
Fiderlity - Galena Park;
eager spirit and indescribable sang jolly tunes on my exciting
Fairview-Linden;
Lincoln-La·
emotional status
that day. journey. I am on the beach at
Marque;
-Washington-Marlin;
Father asked if there was night alone at last I sighed.
Dunbar-Texarkana;
Womacksomething that I wanted to
Surprisingly enough the sea• .
Central-Galveston;
tell
him.
"Incidentally," shore was twice as beautiful as lEP AND ON THE BALL - (top) Be it slop, hop, stomp, pony, . Longview;
Kashmere Gardens - Houston;
he said, "look in the car I had 1magined it to be. The
or what have you, evidently it is fun. Slwuld try it more of ten.
Worthing-Houston and Pemberand get your gift dad has pur- · winds seemed to whistle magical
(Bottom) A cool session in picmology. Cotild lie another Van
ton-Marshall.
chased in commemoration of tunes. There I was spell bound
Cliburn.
your ninth birthday."
by the artistic works of nature.
Overheard: "I went out with
"Oh, father, you shouldn't Why not take a long soothing
An estimated 5,000 to 8,000 the boys last night and didn't
have," I replied, "my mother walk far away from everyone I with which to take anther· step.
I sat there· just thinking of person~ died in the Galveston get home until four this morn·
has given me the _only gift that asked myself. So the journey
how
wonderful it would be if I storm m September, 1900.
ing. When my wife met me at
I have wished for for years· and began. I walked and walked unyears." No longer desiring to til finally I was minus energy could frequently visit this picIn the wettest year in Texas the door - boy, did I give her
turesque geographic locale. Ly- weather history (1900), rain- a good listening-to!"
ing on the shore was a long fall averaged 42.17 inches.
(The Reader's Digest)
beautiful lavender macaroni. At
least I can carry this home for
a souvenir I sighed. Gayly, I
(RAY LEA VARIETY)
picked up this unusually pretty
little macaroni. To my amazeHEMPSTEAD
TEXAS
"Courteous Service Always"
ment little balls of smoke began
to come out of it. This smoke
Groceries - Fresh Meats - Produce
began to take the form of a
Miscellaneous
weird looking beast. Without re•
alizing what was happening, I
Prairie View, Texas
began to scream as loudly as I
possibly could. Mother ran to
Telephone 345
Hempstead
my bedside to find out what my
trouble could be. "Oh mother
1
that thing looked so horrible to
come from such a beautiful
little macaroni," I said.
Get up dear, and get ready
DRY
WASH
Phone 224
Hempstead
for school mother informed me.
3 LOADS
20c
Oh mother I am glad it was all
Norge - General Electric - Westinghouse
a
dream.
I
shall
have
to
tell
you
25c
LOAD
Zenith TV
about it anyway. I'm thoroughGuarantee
Satisfaction
j ly convinced that mother and
father know best.

l
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I
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BEN FRANKLIN

SUPER · SAVE FOOD MARKET

FAULKNER'S PHARMACY

FORTENBERRY S Coin Operated

NEWCOMB FURNITURE

Westinghouse

LAUNDROMAT

Home Owned by

PHONE 496

PAUL J. REVAK

Hempstead, Texas

PROFESSOR -

.
OPEN
TOP LOADING -AGITATOR TYPE MACHINES

f~,o,wtl4/e
self-service coin laund
WASH

.

24 HOUR SERVICE

20c
LOAD

WE NEVER CLOSE

Bank and Post Office Block

DRY
3 LOADS
25c
HEMPSTEAD

WE NEVER CLOSE

24-HOUR SERVICE

Western Auto Associate Store

I

CONTINUED from Page E7
Chase City, Virginia. They have j
three sons who are attending the
local public school. He holds
membership in the American
Chemical Society, the Beta Kappa Chi Hom,rary Scientific Society, the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, and several state and
local
divisions
of
national
science organizations. He· is
quite active in a number of departmental and campus-wide
committees.

Hempstead

HOME LOANS
Whether You

BUY - BUILD or REFINANCE
See Us Today for
** CONVENIENT
PROMPT SERVICE
* CONVENTIONALTERMS FHA LOANS
or

COLLEGE CAPERS
The following note, torn from
a calendar pad, turned up on the
Dartmouth
campus:
"Send
laundry home. Tend bar after
game. Think! Think! Think!
all week-end."

SOUTH CENTRAL SAVINGS
and LOAN ASSOCIATION
Brenham, Texas
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ATypical ScheduleOf a PV Student
By Verlene La Joyce Norman

My dear old school is thee
Better known .as old P. V..
Here you meet many, many
faces,
Those who come from many,
many places.
Many people both tall and
short,
People of all different sorts.
You get up each morning and
wash your face,
Because on the campus you
will be a disgrace.
You try to hard to get everything straight,
Because you have a class to
make at eight.
You call to your friend and
tell him to wait,
He stops and says, "I'll walk
at a slow rate."
Then you say to yourself that
will be great,
Only to arrive in ·<:lass, five
minutes late.
You get in class nervous and
afraid,
Because of the lesson you
have not read.
Then this class you will surely dread,
·
And say to yourself, "I
should've stay~d in bed."
You get out of · that class at
ten to nine,
Leaving those remembrances
lagging behind.
And the next class you make
on time,
For fear this teacher might
give you the sign.
Then the time will slowly,
slowly pass,
And you say to yourself, "I
should've cut this class."
Then you sit there and the
bell begins to ring,
And then your heart begins
to jump and sing.
Then you remember what
happens at ten,
And :-,·ou say to yourself, "It's
a sin, I can't win."
Another class to go and sit
through,
Tell me, "What can a poor
child do?"
You sit in this class really,
really sad,
But count to ten before you
get mad.
While the teacher is explaining the lesson deep,
You're trying to figure a way
to get an inch of sleep.
You sit in this class all out of
pep,
And say to yourself, "Last
night I sho"1ld've slept."
Then the bell sounds, ding,
ding, dong,
.
And you say to yourself, "It's
time to go home."
Then you realize there is
something you forg-ot,
That the face on the wall says
it's eleven o'clock.
Oh! My goodness, another
class,
Tell me people, how can a
poor child last.
Then you go in and have a
seat,
Hoping the bell will soon
strike a beat.
You listen to the teacher talk
about that and this,
Aw, this is the class you
should've missed.
Then the bell sounds at ten
to twelve,
' You grob your books and get
ready to sail.
You run out of the room and
down the stairs,
Like a school of roving bears.
You run down the extremely
narrow hall,
·Watching your steps for fear
you might fall.
You pass your friend and
say to him "how"!
Now is the time for you to
get your chow.
You get in the dining hall
with hunger in your gut,
Looking for someone who
will let you cut.

Someone lets you cut and' yon
think you've made your
play,
But Mrs. Carpenter is standing there to take your plate
away.
You stand there and argue
real real hard,
Then you finally realize, you
don't. even have a card.
Then she will let you go on
by,
And you'll say to yourself,
"I sure can lie."
You make it to the table and
take a seat,
The food on the plate you caq.
hardly wait to eat.
You finish your meal and
rush to your room,
Because one o'clock will roll
around soon.
You get to your pad and fall
in your bunk,
Knowing . th~ next class you
are about to flunk.
You just keep on lying there
· in- vain,
With lei;son, lesson driving
you insane.
Then in a few shakes the
whistle begins to blow,
Then you, yourseli will know
it's_ time to go.
You get to the room fast and
quick,
Hoping and praying that the
teacher is sick.
You get to the classroom and
the first thing you see,
The teacher trying to make
two and two equal three.
The teacher is steadily talking and blowing her wind,
I swear going to class ought
to be a sin.
You sit in this class just
about to poop,
You picture yourself as a
chicken in a coop.
Then the bell sounds at ten to
two,
You're so happy you don't
know what to do.
I'm through with classes hip,
hip, hooray!
I can get me some Z's for the
rest of the day.
You rush out of class cool.
as a charm,
Rushing outside to get to the
dorm.
Fall in the dorm and rush to
your pad,
This is going to be the best
sleep you've ever had.
You fall off to sleep and just
begin to snore,
Then the next thing happens.
someone is pecking at your
door.
Come in! Come in! You holler
real loud,
Knowing all the time it's not
making you proud.
No one comes in, and you begin to wonder,
Then you holler real loud,
"Grease your belly and
slide under!"
Then they turn and go back,
and they are really mad,
And you, yourself, are really
really glad.
You go back to sleep and
awake at ten to five,
Time to get that stuff that
lets you survive.
You look in the mirror at
your once beautiful mug,
And say to yourself, "I look
like a thug."
You realize it is about time
to go,
You get you some soap and
some H20.
You gaze at your watch and
look at the hour,
Then you realize you should
get in the shower.
Then you say to yourself.
"I'm not going to shower,"
I'm like "James Brown", "I've
got the Power'·'.
You get your plate and ready
to eat,
Then you realize you don'-t
have a seat.

- Riders
Fat Stock Show lllne in February.

You get a seat and finish
your meal,
Back to the dorm on the hill.
Turn on the radio or the hi-fi,
Listen to music that makes
you want to cry.
Listen to people talk about
contributions,
Knowing all the time you
want to get out of this institution.
Then you get ready to hit the
hay,
Because tomorrow is another
hectic day.

But all and all P.V. is fine,
I'm sure there is no other of
its kind.
We talk about this, that, and
the other,
Many of us here wouldn't
transfer to another.
I'm sure we can't find a much
nicer man than he,
Who am I talking about?
Why our President, "E. B."
So this is the queen,
From Seguin,
The city that's boss clean,
See STUDENT, Page 8

NURSING CONTINUfD from Page

l

civil defense department, ~
Harris County health unit, an"
the
Army
Medical Servi'.:e
School, at Fort Sam Housto.,,
Texas.
The three-day program COll◄
sisted of lectures, films and
group discussions. More than
hundred nurses
representi .g
hospitals, schools, and pubi!.a
health agencies attended.

the milder, the cooler,
the smoother
if tastes

THIS
ONE'S
THE SATISFIER!
Make a date with flavor. Try Chesterfield King ..
Every satisfying puff is Air-Softened to enrich the
flavor and make it mild. Special porous paper
lets you draw fresh air into the full king length of
top-tobacco, straight Grade-A all the way.

Join the swing to

KIN
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Foreign Relations Class Has·Discussion STUDE~1TINUED from Page 7
I'm not too mean,
evening, March 16, at 6 :30 p.m.,
And not exactly lean,
in Room 122 of the Memorial
Stay on the beam,
Center, sponsored by Mr. Purvis
Take education under Mr.
M. Carter's American Foreign
Weems,
Relations History class. In this
Live next door to 313,
discussion,
the West's and
With great regard an,d esEast's ties with the Middle
teem,
Eastern nations were examined
Like to wear blue jeans,
and evaluated, with the merits
A fan of Katy Keene,
and faults of both's ties being
Only eighteen,
.
pointed out.
And who is this wonderful
Esther McCullough, Zerlina
thing?
By Edward Young
Why my name is Verlepe.
Mark, and Sulsa Windom, stuIs it I who sit silently and dents in the Forej..gn Relations
Complaint from a bus.band:
class, led the ouestion and ansgaze at the sky?
"I don't mind my wife serving
wer
period
following
the
major
Waiting endlessly as the day
presentations of Mr. . Salama those TV dinners, but now she's
goes by.
starting to serve re-runs."
and
Mr. George.
And so another day has begun
by the settling of the night
and the rising of the sun.
Every morning as I awaken,
Should I arise with a smile
and find my love forsaken?
For love to me is as spring is
to flowers.
It's as refreshing and wonderful as the cool April showers.
Is it I who patiently wait for
love to make its appointment with me?
Am I to have love, or am I
BY 0. E. SCHOEFFLER Fashion Director of ESQUIRE Magazine
the one who is always too
blind to see?
Easter vacation.time draweth nigh. Time to turn your thoughts
away from dif!erential calculus or Chaucer and concentrate on
When I called the Red Cross
dazzling the l1ometown belles with your fashion acumen.
blood center, I dialed the wrong
Here's a cram course on the fabrics, colors and stylings to keep in
number and a sunny voice ansmind when you assemble a Spring outfit.
wered, "Clearview Farm DairI .. .,,ies." I told the girl that I wanted the Red Cross. "You trans•;_.~
THE
THREE choices for university
posed your digits," she explainmen this season:
ed cheerfully. "Their number is
1. Muted glen plaids in worsteds or
similar to ours."
blends
"Thank you," I said.
"You're welcome," she said,
2. Soft fla~nels or unfinished worsteds
then added, "and remember, for
3. Hairline stripes
rich, red blood always drink
In all of these, and particularly in the
milk!"
plaids, the outstanding color is olive. Ex(The Reader's Digest)
pect to see plenty of the soft greenish cast
that copped top fashion honors last year
and also new variations on the olive theme ,
. .-. olives with golden, bluish or blackish
casts. Runner up col9r is a basic medium
grey. You miglit,al~o consider black with
~~
half-inch white.chalk stripes (very new in
fr
tropical :wemed) or check into the new
!.
. ---.
checki -· ~ ·
~.1-~
Putting on the breastplate
-,_j
-_
of faith and love; and for aa
helmet, the hope of salvation.
THE FAVORED SfLHOUEm continues to be our native three-(Thessalonians 5:8)
button Natural Shoulder or a version thereof. This styling
St. Paul truly describes the
·aeh~e.v~its
IOQk ~ easy simplicity through careful attention to
only defense against all the
many_
small.details.
Here's what to look for: a soft natural shoulills <1f human life. He who
d~ stiai~t -~anging jacket lines, center vent and flap pockiats.
clothes himself with faith in
Smgle _row .stitching with a raised welt accents collar, lapels,
God, an outgoing love for all
sleev,e and back seams and pockets.
mankind, and an enduring
hope in heaven wears an
Trousers are plain, pleatless and tapered.
armor that no earthly misfortune or disaster can penetrate.
ADDENDA ON FIT. Be sure cuff
jackets are short enough to allow at
least a half-inch of shirt cuff to
show. Ditto on the jacket collar t.o
give it proper slope. Trousers should
be long enough to just break over.the
instep.

Mr. Falthi M. Salama, an
Egyptian instructor of chemistry at Texas A&M College, and
Mr. Chris E. George, an Egyption student at the .same institution, led a discussion on the subject, "Where Are We Going In
The Middle East?" Thursday

Is It I Who Wait?

LIBRARY SCIENCE CLUB - These are members of the large
Library Science Club. Alexander Pratt (front left) is president.

"Y" Top Brass Attend South\vest
Regional Assembly in Fort Worth
By Sammy J. Mitchell
Friday, March 18, 1961, four
members of the Local YM YMCA's Top Brass attended the
Southwest Regional Assembly
at Camp Carter near Fort
Worth. The local group included
Miss Virginia J::irk<,on, YWCA
Membership Chairman, Lillie
Jones, an active member of the
YW-CA, Alvin Wakin"', Vice
President of YMCA, and Sammy
Mitchell, reporter of YMCA.
There were a number of students from Arkansas, Texas,
and Oklahoma attending the assembly. The Assembly was a
tremendous success in every
sense of the word. There were
a number of work.,hops, and
small group discussions which
the local members participated.
Adam Oliphant, a former "Y"
President regained his post as
Regional Conference Chairman.

IAdam

also served as Regional
Chairman the past year, and
?ecause of his leadership abilrty, experience, and his ability
to get along wi th people, he
was elected to serve another
year.

The Abner Davis
Fountain·
By Lois Moore

The center of Prairie Views'
campus is designated with a water fountain known as the Abner Davis water fountain. Many
clubs and organizations meet
periodically around this fountain. Now to pay respect to Abner Davis.
In spite of this many students
on the campus do not know why
these clubs meet here.
Abner Davis, a student of
Prairie View in 1937 was killed
in a homecoming football game
between the Panthers and Texas college in 1937. In order to
pay tribute to him, his class,
the class of 1938 built the waA'-11'
ter fountain in his memory and
'"Wives can find spring. although the fountain no longl:leaning aids at the grocery, er exists as a water fountain it
lhe hardware store and out is still the cultural center of the
on the golf course."
campus.

E A.qLI.UC..£6.
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SPEAKING OF SHIRTS ... bu~on-

IN THE COLLEGE

BRAND ROUND· UP
I

Prizes:

Jj

1st - Portable TV Set
2nd - Stereo Record Player
RULES:

RICHT

PERFECT TOPPING

Put your name and address on listed packs below

for your
new outfit is a soft felt hat.
Tapered brim and narrow
crown are the points to look
for. Again, the best color is
olive, especially olive accented
by a black band.

WHO WINS: Any College Student or Campus Employee

. Get on
•••
. .the BRANDWAGON
.
.
. it's lots of fun!

. '

........ , ..

WHIIG

down collar models in white or pale
pastels are almost de rigueur with
a traditional suit. Select neckwear in
either a small figured print or regimental repp stripes to coordinate
with suit and shirt. In shoes this seas~n, loo~ for the plainer models ...
shp-ons m dark brown or plain· tip
ti~s in brown or one of the burnished
ohves.

BUSINESS IS HER BUSINESS
- Pert, Kathryn Smith of Prairie
View is a senior business education major. A mPmber of KOB,
tantalizing would /Je the word to
describe her.

NEXT MONTH, we'll delve into
the latest in slacks, shorts,
sport shirts, knitwear and
other related fashions for your
sportin' life. Have a &'OOd bolida:, I
-.
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Letters to Shirley

Woooxrns

Dear Logical,
I think you are positively
right in your thoughts. In
most cases, the young lady
who preys is not worth being
preyed upon.
Shirley
Dei,tr Shirley,
Pay girl has fallen for another
fellow. He doesn't love her like
I love her.
What should I tell her?
7-9422
Dear 7-9422,
You don't have to tell her
anything. Let her find out for
herself. You see, experience is
the best teacher. After this
lesson she will know that you
are really the fellow for her.
All you have to do is swallow
your pride and take her back.
Shirley
Dear Students,
There is a fellow on the campus who feels that he is unknown to the world because recently they discovered that his
birth certificate has been lost.
This young man's name is Mr.
Odis White. If you know Odis,
or hear his name called in one·
of your classes, will you please
take time out to speak to him
and let hitfl know that you
know he is alive?
Thanks.
Shirley
Dear Shirley,
I met and fell in love with a
very handsome man a year and
a half ago. Now, there's another girl in the picture. He wrote
to me and told me about her. He
is not sure whether he loves me
or her. He says it's possible that
you can ~ove two people at the

Butzke's
Hardware
Hempstead

ONJ:-DAY SERVICE
Bring your films one day,

Get them back the next!

,,,

'

same time, and asked me for
some advice. I was so hurt at
the time that I wrote him to do
what he or his other friend
wanted to do. Were I wrong to
do such a thing? Is it possible
that he still loves me and she
is someone to replace me while
I am not there?
I am an attractive girl, twenty-one years of age. I never
forced myself on him and I don't
pl~ to start now. He goes to
another college ·and I guess the
other girl goes there also. We
are about 1500 miles apart. We
see each other twice a year, at
Christmas and during summer
vacation. Shirley, I'm sure he
loves me. Would you give me
some advice as to what to do?
Help me
Dear Help me, You'd better be prepared
find out that you're more than
1500 miles apart. It's possible
to love two, or many, persons
at the same time, but there are
different kinds of love. He can't
be "in love" with more than one
person at a time, and is just
kidding himself - and you if he believes that he is. Absence may make the heart grow
fonder, but the odds are definitely not in your favor here.
Look to the local scene.
Shirley

Who is Turin
de Clack?
By Kathryn W eisuer

"Did you see Turin?" "Who?"
"Turin. Turin de Clack" "Who
is that?" "That's the guy who
made all the points in Chickly
Ball the ther day." "Where is
he from?" "He is from Kroon."
"Where?" "That's near Japsville." "What does this Turin
look like?" "Oh he's not too tall,
not too short, not too fat, not
too skinny; light complexion,
curly hair, real handsome cat.
You know him?" "Yeah, yeah, I
think I do."
Something else that was left
out of the conversation above:
Turin runs around with Schultzie and Fenaro and has a sister,
named Valerie. They are the
Wizards of anything, although
Turin far · excels his buddies.
Turin is a personality whom
everybody who is somebody,
knows and ·is quite friendly
with. Turin goes on all athletic
trips, he made the most touchdowns in football, scored most
points in basketball and is now
starring in Chickly Ball, Baseball, track, tennis, pole vault,
etc. In a Chickly ball game the
other day on the diamond over
there, Turin scored 17 points. In
this game 2 points are given for
each score.
Turin is an academic

glows; "Drown In My Own
Tears," by Ray Charles; and
"Shake A Hand," by Faye Ad•
ams.
Speaking of albums, folk-music fans will want to grab
Lightnin' Hopkins'. "Lightnin'
in New York," on Candid. Others: "The Musical World of
Rogers and Hammerstein," on
MGM; "More Soul," by Hank
Crawford on Atlantic; and "The
Tenor Scene," by Eddie "Lock•
jaw" Davis and Johnny Griffin
on Prestige.

Melody Lane

By Shirley Woodkins

Dear Shirley,
Most
girls
think I am
stupid for refusing t h e i r
advances. The
fact is, I just
don't like being preyed upon - I like to
do the preying
myself. What
do you think?
Logical
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Ferrante and Teicher's latest
single, "Gone With The Wind,"
on United Artists, is one of the
better offerings of the day. Others heard r~gularly these days
include: "Some Kinda Wonderful," by the Drifters on Atlantic; "Blue Moon," by the Mareels on Colpix; "One Mint Julep," by Ray Charles on Impulse; and "Mother-in-Law," by
Ernie K-Doe on Minit.
Old-timers might remember
these: "Since I Met You Baby,"
The trouble with trying to
by Ivory Joe Hunter; "The get away from it all these days
Great Pretender," by the Plat- is that most of it is portable.
ters; "Sincerely," by the Moon(The Reader's Digest)

(Author of "I W aB a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Mattr,
Looes of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
BIVA WILLIAMS

Girl of
The Month
By Emily Jean Mays

This charming lady giving
the campus an extra adding attraction in this beautiful spring
weather is Miss Biva Louise
Williams, from Mexia, Texas.
Miss Williams is a senior majoring in Biology and minoring
in Mathematics.
She is a member of Les Belle
Lettre Cultural Club, Biology
Club, P. V. Bi-Stone Club, and
Y. W. C.A.
Last year she became a member of the House of Sweethearts, when she was chosen
Junior Class Sweetheart.
Presently she is attendant to
Miss Biology Club.
Miss Williams's aim is to
work in the field of Biology for
awl}ile, but she is also thinking
about during further study in
her field right after graduation.
Her
hobbies are painting,
playing the piano, and listening
to Jazz and classical music.
makes all A's on his exams and
is every teacher's pride and joy.
Just tune in to any room in
any dorm on campus, boys or
girls, and you will hear "Turin,
Turin de Clack.'' The most popular boy on campus.

"These days a voice crying

In the wilderness is usually
a real-estate developer adver-

tising a new tract."

ENLARGEMENTS (glossy)
8x l O _______ .65

llx14 _ _ _ _ _ l.25

BLACK AND WHITE MATTE
.75
1 lxl4 _ _ _
1.50

8x10 _ _ _ _

BROWN FINISH

HAPPINESS CAN'T BUY MONE~
With tuition costs spiralling ever upward, more and more under•
graduates are investigating the student loan plan. If you are
one who is considering the "Learn Now, Pay Later"system,you
would do well first to study the case of Leonid Sigafoos.
Leonid, the son of an upholsterer in Straitened Circum•
stances, Idaho, had his heart set on going to college, but his
father, alas, could not afford to send.,him. Leonid applied for
a Regents Scholarship, but his reading speed, alas, was not
very rapid-two words an hour-and before he could finish the
first page of his test the Regents had closed their brief cases
crossly and gone home. Leonid then applied for an athletic
scholarship, but he had, alas, only a single athletic skillbalancing a stick on his chin-and this, alas, aroused -0nly
passing enthusiasm among the coaches.
1, ·, ,
•. .. •1

And then, huzzah, Leonid learned of the student loan plan:
he could borrow money for his tuition and repay it in easy
monthly installments after he left school I
Happily Leonid enrolled in the Southeastern Idaho College
of Woodpulp and Restoration Drama and happily begaa ~
college career that grew more happy year by year. Indeed, it
became altogether ecstatic in his senior year because Leonid met
a coed named Salina T. Nem with hair like beaten gold and
eyes like two squirts of Lake Louise. Love gripped them in ite
big moist palm and they were betrothed on the Eve of St. Agnes.
Happily they made plans to be married the day after commencement-plans, alas, that never were to come to fruition
because Leonid, alas, learned that Salina, like himself, waa in
college on a student loan, which meant that he had not only
to repay his own loan when he left school but also Salina's. And
. the job, alas, that was waiting for Leonid after graduation at
the Boise Raccoon Works simply did not pay enough, alas, to
cover both their loans, plus rent and food and clothing.
Sick at heart, Leonid and Satina sat down and lit Marlboro
Cigarettes and tried to find an answer to their problem-and,
sure enough, they did! I do not know whether or not Marlboro
Cigarettes helped them find an answer; all I know is that
Marlboros taste good and look good, and when things close in
and a feller needs a friend and the world is black as the pit from
pole to pole, it is a heap of comfort and satisfaction to be sure
that Marlboros will always provide the same unflagging pleasure, the same unstinting quality, in all times and climes and
conditions. That's all I know.
Leonid and Salina, I say, did find an answer-a very simple
one. If their student loans did not come due until they left
school, why, then they just wouldn't leave school I So after
receiving their bachelor degrees, they re-enrolled and took
masters degrees. After that they took doctors degrees, loads and
loads of them, until today Leonid and Salina, both aged 78, both
still in school, hold doctorates in Philosophy, Humane Letters,
Jurisprudence, Veterinary Medicine, Civil Engineering, Optometry, and Dewey Decimals. Their stude!l,t loans, as of last
January 1, amounted to a combined total of eighteen million
dollars, a sum which they probably would 1rn.ve f<>®cJ g ~
difficulty in repaying had not the :Department of the Interior
recently declared them a National Park.

8x10 _______ l.00

l lx14 --~-
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2.00

'Copy Negatives up to Bx 10
from any Standard Print

25c
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PHOTOGRAPHER AT WORK_ Michael Walton, PANTHER
photographer, doesn't appear to be having any luck in lining
Frances Royce up for a pose.

• •

You don't need a student loan-just a little loose change-

to grab yourself a new kind of smoking pleasure from the
makers of Marlboro-the unfiltered king-size Philip Morri•
Commander. Welcome aboard/
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CLUB ROUND-UP
Alpha Kappa Mu Spotlight

CANTERBURY CLUB - These are members of the Canterbury
Club on campus. Mrs. Lee C. Phillip is sponsor.

Church of God -in Christ
The first meeeting of the
Church of God in Christ Club
was held on March 16, 1961, in
the Student Memorial Center.
The purpose of the club is to
unite th.ose students who wish
to continue. in some small degree their affiliation with the
principles, doctrine, and ideas
of the Church of God in Christ.
The officers of the C.O.G.I.C.
Club are as follows: President,
Winnie Stokes; Vice Pres.,
Johnny K. Johnson; 2nd. Vice
Pres., . Clarence Turner; Secretary, Edith .Adams; Asist. Sec.,
Letha _Dixon; Treasurer, Lena
I. Jones, and Chaplin, Ruthie
Scott. Mrs. A. Whitehead and
:rnss 0. Robinson are the sponsors.
Any person desiring to become ~ mq~ber of the C.O.G.1.C. Cl1,1_1;>, is eligible, who furnic:hes proof that he believes in
the Fa_ther, Son, and Holy Spir-

Initiative, zl'al, s<'holarship,
and the abilil v to lead, all mark
the 011tstanding character of
Lloyd D . Mayfield , this month 's
Alpha Kappa Mu Spotlight.
Lloyd, the only person having a
4.0 (A) average at the close of
the Fir. t Semester this year,
hails from Dallas, and is the son
of Mr. T. D. Mayfield of Dallas
and Mrs. Dorothy L. Taylor of
Los Angeles. He is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Jackson
of Dallas, and is a senior History major and Library Science
minor.
A 1957 honor graduate of St.
Peter's Academy in Dallas,
Lloyd entered. Prairie View in
the fall of that year and immediately started his illustrous
career by becoming president of
the freshman class. From there
he went to president of the sophomore class, History Club,
library science club, and, in his
junior year, president of the
Student Council. While serving
the Council, he became District
Chairman of the Texas Intercollegiate Student Association
and Regional Co-Chairman of
the United States National Student Association.
Academically, as mentioned
earlier, Lloyd was the only person with a 4.0 (A) average at
the end of the first semester
this year. He has received the
Library Science honor award,
was a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship nominee this year, and is

stimulate life in service, to educate in scriptorial knowledge,
and to keep the unity of the
spirit.
The club colors are blue and
pink. The members of the club
are as follows: Bonnie Beasley,
Junanita Jones, Edith Adams,
Barbara Brown, Ruthie Scott,
Annie Stansell, Polly Bell, Lena
Jones, Letha Dixon, Johnny K.
Johnson, Rosie Ferguson, Shirley Washington, Bobbie Menefee, Edgar Nelson, Willie Stokes, and Clarence Turner.
The second meeting was held
in the Administration Aud. on
March 23, 1961.
The committees consist of the following: Program committee,
Chairman Juanita Jones, Ruthie
Scott,
Polly
Bell, Barbara
Brown. Budgeting- Committee,
Chairman Rose Ferguson. Announcement commHtee, Shirley
Williams, Barbara Menefee, Edit. .
,
gar Nelson, Chairman. MusicThe motto is: We endeavor to Shirley Washington, Chairman.

Hearts for
The Season
By Ff ton Geary
Why was I given one heart?
Yet I have broken many
l\Iine goes beat, beat, beat
Each second of the day
But I have caused many to
Stop.
If I had one heart for each
Season of the year, then may-

KEUNEKE'S
CLEANERS
Hempstead, Texas
Phone 250

Also Laundry Service
and Expert Alterations

be
I could spare some poor thing
A tear In fall my heart would turn
Olive and gray like the Fields
Of grain Lifting ones heart to a higher
Plain.
In this wonderland of Indian
Summer,
No other love could put us
Under.
Yet time passes, thoughts and
hopes cease to be And in the J.:1.ext moment Winter
Is with me.
As cold as life with me would
seem,
The feeling would be like a
pleasant Dream.
In Spring my heart would be
like a
Flower on the vine, pouring
out
Love so rare, so new and pure
(always Divine.)
Then comes Summer hot as
tan be
But there will be no doubts in

Under New Management

FREEZE KING DINETTE
Tele hone 7-3589

Breakfa

,.

00, A. .
! Dinner, 11 :30 A.M.-2,30 P.M.
Supper, 5;00,s,0O P.M.
Short Orders, 9:00 A.M.-11 :00 P.M.

My mind for I will have the
Satisfaction all my loves will
Belong to me.
- - - -- - - - - - - - -

"Now, Senator, do you
think it was fair to slip your
fiscal problems in ,vith his
homework?"

YWCA Celebrates
Golden Anniversary
According to Dr. Anne Camp•
b~~ ~ W. C A A~~~~

LLOYD MAYFIELD

currently a research assistant
in the Department of History.
He is also a member of th~ Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society
and is listed in Who's Who
Among Students in American
Colleges and Universities.
Clubwise, Lloyd is vice president of the Barons of Innovation and is a member of the
LBA Culture Club. He is now
Superintendent of the Prairie
View Sunday School, where he
previously served as assistantSuperintendent.
With such a background,
then evidently Lloyd has a
bright, rich, and full future
ahead.

Baron of
Innovation
The Barons are getting ready
for their annual K. 0. B.-B.-O.
I. Ball which will be held April
29, it is one of the most outstanding activities that is given
by the Baronage. The sisters of
the Baron, which are the K. 0 .
B.'s, are working along with
them in helping to make the annual K. 0 . B.-B. 0. I. Ball even
better than ever before.
There were thirty-one new
young men who became members of the Baronage this year.
They are all good men, and the
Barons are proud to have them
as members. The Barons of Innovation are the most prosperous social organization for

Prairie View A & M College,
Mrs. Carter Wesley of Houston,
Texas, a member of the Nation•
al Board of the Young Women's
Christian Association, and a
member of the World Council,
will speak at Prairie View A &
M College when the Y. W. C. A,
celebrates its Golden Annivet'sary on Sunday, April 16, 1961
at 11 :00 a.m. during the regular
Chapel Service.
Mrs. Wesley is a member of
several committees of the Na·
tional Board, including Com•
munity Division and Public&•
tion Services. For several yeara
she has been a member of the
Metropolitan Board of the
Houston Y. W. C. A., and is act•
ive in ·many other organizations.
She is a member of the Boarcl
of Directors of the Community
Council and the Council of Ne•
gro Women. She is also a mem•
ber of the Episcopalian Church:
in Houston.
young men on the campus. The
Barons are noted for their con•
servativeness, they pride them•
selves for their discreetness in
methods and manners of operat•
ing.
These thirty-cme young men
have met these requirements for
admission to the club, only the
best of the campus's best will
become a member of the Bar•
onage. The older Barons are
proud of these thirty-one young
men and their hats are off to
all of them. Their n"mes are as
following: Adams. Bar cus, An•
derson, J ames, Bacon, Alfred,
Batts, William , Carter, Alvin,
Chance, Royce. Cohen, Freddie,
Coleman. I saia h . Davidson, Elbert, D avi<;, J\faurice, Ewing,
Floyd, F ields, Corinthia n, Gray,
l\'Tac~o. H ouston. Thomas, Hubhard, Charle5, Jackson, Flynn,
Jennings, J ohnny, Jones, Mor•
ris, Lester, Wendell, Mosby,
James, Neal, Wendell, Norman,
H erman, Osborne, Thomas, Rat•
cliff, Wesley, Russell, Robert,
Vincent, John, William, John,
Wooten, Rutherford, Washington, Craig, Wright, Homer, Pollard, Walter.

BETWEEN MEALS ... get that
refreshing new feeling with Coke!
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NEWS
1961 Selective Service Test ABig Day

At Prairie View

On April 27.th
Austin, Texas The 1961
Selective Service college qualification test will be given to college men on April 27, 1961, Colonel Morris S. Schwartz, states
Selective Service director, said
Monday.
College men who wish to apply to take the test may obtain
instructions
and
application
cards from local draft boards.
To be · accepted, applications
must be postmarked not later
than midnight, April 6.
The test to be given on April
27 will be the only test offered
during the 1960-61 school year,
the state director of Selective
Service said.
St'eres made on the test are
used. by local boards as one
guide in considering requests
for .deferment from military
service to continue studies. Test
scores are scholastic information about the individuals.
Students planning to take the

test are urged by the state Selective Service director to make
early application at the nearest
local board office for detailed
information
and
necessary
forms and materials.
The state director pointed out
that student deferments, which
test scores have helped determine since 1951, have been a
factor in insuring the nation's
supply of specialized manpower.
"Many students deferred since
the testing . program was begun
are today scientists, engineers,
and specialists in other technical
fields, .as well
in the social
sciences, teaching, and the humanities," he said.
The test is a three-hour written examination. Any Selective
Service registrant may apply to
take it who is a full-time college
student, provided he has not
taken it previously.

as

I

Captain-Elmer L. Harrison· Trains
With 75th Maneuver Area Command
Ft. Hood, Texas - Captain
Elmer L. Harrison of Prairie
View was at Ft. Hood for two
weeks' annual unit training
with the 75th Maneuver Area
Command, Houston's largest
Army Reserve unit in March.
Commanded by Major General George P. Munson, Jr., the
75th MAC acted as controllers
of Cloverleaf V, a giant Command Post Exercise best described as a "large scale paper
war", which took place here
March 18 and 19. Among the 3,500 officers and men from Regular Army, Army Reserve and
National Guard units throughout the Fourth Army area tak-

ing part in the exercise were 28
General Officers.
As controllers, the Houston
unit kept the problem moving
by constantly injecting new situations for commanders and
staffs to solve. The 75th's mission was solely to plan and control Command Post Exercises
such as Cloverleaf V, and it is
one of only two such units in
the entire Army. The other unit
is at Ft. Bragg, N. C.
Cloverleaf V highlighted and
completed the 75th's active duty
training this year. The unit returned home March 19.
Captain Harrison is assistant
cashier at Prairie View A & M
College in civilian life.

The Army ROTC Annual
Formal Inspection at
View was conducted by a team
from Headquarters Fourth US
Army, on 16 March 1961. Team
Chief was Colonel William F.,
Due. Comprehensive inspection
activities covered training, ad- 1
ministration and supply operations, and a detailed inspection
of the ROTC cadets in ranks.
The ranks inspection was. followed by a military parade by
the Prairie View ROTC Brigade
under the command of Cadet
Colonel Joseph L. ·Rutledge, a
senior from Palestine, Texas.
Other principal cadet commanders were Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Robert G. Moore, 2d Battle
Group, from Fort Worth, Texas; and Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Donnie G. Sampsoa, 1st
Battle Group, from Sugarland,
Texas. Cadet Lieutenant Colonel
R. C. Clack, Jr. was the Brig-,
ade Executive Officer.
General appearance of the
corps, marching ability of the
cadets, and the music of the
at Howard University (Washington, D. C.) and Wakefield
High School (Arlington, Virginia) were asked to fill it out as
a test of its effectiveness before
INSPECTION. SCENES - ROTC cadets are shown being inspectfinal form was approved.
ed on Inspection Day on · Mhrch 16. At top is the Drill Team.
The questionnaire asks the potential Volunteer for the foltinues to have a critical need for
lowing kinds of information:
newly commissioned WAC ReEducation, job experience, proserve officers for extended actficiency in languages, techniive duty. As a means ef intercal skills, availability for Peace
esting college women in tbe WoCorps service, special foreign
area knowledge, health, military
The Department of the Army men's Anny Corps Direct Comservice, avocations, hobbies and recently announced that it con- mission Program, a summer
training program is offered colathletic participation, organizalege
juniors. Through four
tional activity and leadership, band evoked many comments of
and geographical preference for praise by members of the in- weeks of officer orientation in
assignment.
I spection team. ·
See TRAINING, Page 12

Training Program
for Junior Women

Peace Corps Volunteer
Questionnaires Now Available
~eace Corps headquarters has rect from Washington.
malled Vol~nteer Questionnaries
Questionnaries can also be obto the presidents of 2,000 col- I tained by writing to Congressleges and universities for cam- men or Senators or to the Peace
pus distribution.
i Corps, Washington 25, D. C.
Students who have written to i They are also available at lothe Peace Corps or to the Presi- cal -Post Offices and will be disdent to Volunteer will automat- tributed by the United States
ically receive questionnaries di- Department of Agriculture Dir- - ---ectors of State Agricultural Extension Services for relay to
their county agents.
The questionnaire is four
pages long. It asks 28 questions.
It also asks the potential Volunteer• to list references. An explanatory sheet is attached.
WALLER
The questionnaire was prepared by the Peace Corps staff
Meats - Groceries
with the advice of recruiting
and questionnaire specialists
Appliances
Ifrom government, business, labor, private educational agencies and universities. Students

I
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FRENKIL'S

do fhey fall for you head first?

Hempstead, Texas

They do if you use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic on your bead
first! Most men use water with their hair tonic and
-Vaseline' Hail'Tonic is specially made to use with water.
Wa~erevaporates, dries out your hair. Alcohol and cream
tomes evaporate, too. But 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic won't
e~aporate. It's 100% pure light grooming oil - replaces
011 that water removes. And just a little does a lot!

Home of
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Big Spo

Football Captains
for 1961 Named

Notes
The article in last month's
paper, "The Best Is Yet To
Come," wah written by Miss
Edwilyn Fuller . . . In the
"Orchids and Onions" section
in last month's paper, an Onion
sentence should have read
"Onions to those who made the
first semester deficiency list
and who could have done better," instead of "Onions to those

Halfback Archie Seals and
arterback Joel Smith have
bt:en elected 1961 football team
ca_ ains at Prairie View A. and
-M. College.
Seals, 21, one of the leading
i;corers in the conference, is a
j\.:nior and physical education
;major. His home is Sealy, Texas. joring in Industrial Education.
S mith, also 21, is a senior ma- home is Galveston, Texas.
Both are two years lettermen
and have identical weights
175 pounds.
(I

-1

TRACK TEAM - (l-r) Andrew Johnson, James Kennedy, John Vincent, Wilbur Eagleton, Lester
Porter, Dalton Roberts, Otis Lewis, Robert Shepherd, and James Howard are all members of the
rough and ready track team.
who made the first semester deficiency list."
In February's Panther, a picture on the front page designated to be that of Dr. Arno
Jewett was not that of Dr.
Jewett, but that of D. Sterling
B. Hendricks . . . It's not indicated in this month's front-page
article concerning the Student
Elections, but a Council-manat-large and a Councilwomanat-large will b~ elected by the
general student body also.

TRAINING
CONTINUED from Page 11

to scheduled c;late of graduation
from college, may be enlisted
and assigned to USAR Control
Group (Ready). Women students interested in this pro~am
should contact the Departmen1l
of Military Science, Prairie
View A&M College for more de•
tailed information or applica•
tion procedure.

the summer preceding her graduation from college, the young
woman can learn about the Army before committing herself to
a full tour of duty. Women who
are juniors or seniors in accredited colleges or universities, who
are selected for enlistment and
An estimated 362 million
concurrent order to active duty
for four-weeks' training during acre feet of water falls on Texas
the last summer vacation prior in an average year.

THO)HS JEFFERSO:,.j

Tennis Star
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Dr. Frood presented the automobile industry with this magnificent
pre-compact. Hurt and disillusioned because the auto industry
preferred to develop their own compact, FROOD NOW OFFERS HIS
CAR TO SOME LUCKY COLLEGE STUDENT! This is a brand-new, gas-driven, REAL CAR. It features
four (4) wheels, genuine foot-power brakes, "fresh-air conditioning," and actual left-right
steering mechanism! The economical 7.9 horsepower engine saves you hµndreds of dollars
in hay and oats! Goes 32 miles per hour, gets up to 65 miles per gallon. The Froodmobile can be
licensed in every state except New Jersey. (New Jersey hates Frood.) WIN this beautiful
car (with "FROODMOBILE" mounted in brass on the cowl!). Actual value over $1,000.

TO ENTER THE LUCKY STRIKE FROODMOBILE
CONTEST, simply finish this sentence in 25 words or less:
"I need the Froodmobile because • • ."
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts
Tabs, Buttons, Colors

$2.98 - $3.50 - $4.25
FRENKIL'S
Hempstead, Texas

Ph. 113

fun:iruzr-.:.:im:mmmm'1IICJ':Jil~~®9WWPmmmmnmtlDiiIUfut

Entries will be judged on the basis of humor, originality and style (preferably Froodian). If, In the
opinion of our judges, your answer is best, the makers of Lucky Strike will deliver to you, on campus,
the Froodmobile. A carton of Luckies will be given to the first 100 runners-up. Along with your entry
send your name, return address, college or university, and class. Entries must be postmarked no
later than April 15, 1961. Alt entries become the property of The American Tobacco Company. Send
your entry (or entries) to LUCKY STRIKE, P. 0. BOX 17A, NEW YORK 10, NEW YORK.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get som-e taste
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